Most of the binarization techniques associate a certain intensity value called threshold which separate the pixel values of the concerned input grey scale image into two classes like background and foreground. Each and every pixel should be compared with the threshold and transformed to its respective class according to the threshold value. In this paper an automatic binarisation technique with local adaptation without any intensity value (threshold) of partition, is described. It creates a binarised image by transforming the input image to its respective binarised image automatically without using any threshold value. It uses local mean to adapt to local environment within a window of size w w . Local mean determination is time consuming one and to reduce the time consumption, integral sum image is used as prior process. The input grey scale image is self transformed to an integral sum image within itself and then transform to binary image from the integral sum image itself.
INTRODUCTION
Image binarization plays a key role in the field of Image Processing. In general, binarization is a process of transforming a grey scale image to a binary image which contains only two classes of pixels white as background and black as foreground. Classification is carried out with a certain separation intensity value called threshold. Threshold plays a major role in binarisation and choosing of an appropriate threshold value is an important one. There are many techniques of determining an appropriate threshold value in binarisation techniques. Binarisation can be done in two ways as global and local thresholding techniques.
In the global technique, a single threshold is selected for the entire input image and each pixel is compared with the selected threshold value at the time of transformation. Global thresholding [2] is an efficient, less time consuming and region independent one. It is more appropriate in the uniformly illuminated images than the badly illuminated images like document images.
In local adaptive techniques [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , a threshold value is determined for each pixel depending on the neighboring pixels within a local window. Proper choice of threshold value leads to the high quality of binary image. Determination of local threshold value of each pixel within a local window is time consuming. But the local technique can solve the problem of binarisation of badly illuminated images. To reduce the time consumption some local technique [22 ] use integral sum image [1] as prior process.
In this technique of binarisation, no threshold value is determined and instead, it transform the input image to a binary image by adapting the local region within a window automatically. Due to the local adaptation , it is also time consuming one like other local techniques. To reduce the time consumption, it use integral sum image [1] transformation as a prior process. The difference from other techniques of transforming to integral sum image is that here the transformation is within the input image itself. It can save the space occupied by the input image. Other techniques use three image files such as input image, integral sum image and binarised image file simultaneously. 
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
where This technique of binarisation LAAB input image itself is transformed to integral sum image as a prior process and then transformed to a binary image from the integral sum image itself . Self integral image representation save space to be occupied by input image during binarisation.
Self Transformed Integral Sum Image
Integral sum image g of a gray scale image I is defined as
Transformation can be done within the input image itself instead of transforming to another image. Transformation of
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First raw : ( y x also can be determined using Eqn (6) . From the local sum, we can determine the local mean ) , ( y x m using Eqn (8) . The automatic binarisation is designed as:
Proposed Technique (LAAB)
is the original pixel at ) , ( y x given by Eqn(6). . The greater the value of k , the more area of background and less area of foreground and vice versa. .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The proposed technique (LAAB) is tested on many categories of images like medical image, Scanned document images, Camera captured document images and non document images. Figures 3-5 show some of the tested image. The experiment was carried out using MATLAB 7.3 (R2006b) on a PC with the following configuration: Intel® Core™2Duo CPU E6550,GHz 2.33 GHz, 2GB RAM, 32 bit OS(Windows Vista). Figures 3-5 show the test results comparing with other techniques. Figure 2 shows the graphical time complexity comparison of table 1 which shows the comparison of the LAAB with other local techniques. From the experimental result we find that LAAB gives similar result to other techniques like Sauvola [9] and T.R. Singh [22] for some type of images as in Figure 3 and 5. But some type of images as in Figure 4 , LAAB give better result than the other techniques.
Due to uses of integral sum image , the computational time is independent of local window size w like T. Figure 2 and Table 1 . Based on the experimental results LAAB is better than the other techniques. [22] as a prior process. Hence the experimental result is compared with other local techniques including T.R. Singh. Using of integral sum image representation face a problem of representing a large sum value at a particular point. Further it can be improve with a suitable integral sum image presentation technique which is free from large sum value representation problem.
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